Company: Audio Codes

Sample: G4 Smart, SB-RLY4c20A-DN / SB-RLY6c16A-DN / SB-RLY12c10A-DN / SB-RLY8c16a-DN, Relay Different Channel Switch

               IEC 60669-2-2:2006

Report Number: WCT 12/1103A

Date of Re-Issue: 2012-11-14

The sample complied with all the requirements of the above-mentioned specification.
Test Report

IEC 60669-2-2: Particular requirements – Electromagnetic remote-control switches
Switches for household and similar fixed-electrical installations

REPORT #: WCT 12/1103A

CLIENT: Audio Codes
10 Armadale Street
Sydenham
2192
Attention: Mr Marc Gelman
Order #: Marc
Date of Order: 04 September 2012

SAMPLE: Relay Different Channel Switch

TEST SPECIFICATION:
IEC60669-1:2007
IEC 60669-2-2:2006

SUMMARY OF RESULTS: Complied

DATE STARTED: 2012-09-04
DATE COMPLETED: 2012-10-19
DATE OF ISSUE: 2012-10-19
RE-ISSUED: 2012-11-14

TESTED: GH Holtzhausen (Technical Signatory)

APPROVED: LP Kuisis

NOTE:
The South African National Accreditation System (SANAS) is a member of the International Laboratory Accreditation Cooperation (ILAC) Mutual Recognition Arrangement (MRA). This Arrangement allows for the mutual recognition of technical test and calibration data by the member accreditation bodies worldwide. For more information on the Arrangement please consult www.ilac.org.
Company: Audio Codes

Sample: G4 Smart, SB-DIM6c2A-DN / SB-DIM4c3A-DN / SB-DIM8c1A-DN / SB-DIM-2c6A-DN, Dimmer

IEC 60669-2-1:2009 & SANS 60669-2-1:2009

Report Number: WCT 12/1104A

Date of Re-Issue: 2012-11-14

The sample complied with all the requirements of the above-mentioned specification.
Test Report

IEC 60669-2-1:2009
Particular requirements – Electronic Switches
Switches for household and similar fixed-electrical installations

REPORT # : WCT 12/1104A

CLIENT: Audio Codes
10 Armadale Street
Sydenham
2192

Attention: Mr M Gelman
Order #: Marc
Date of Order: 04 September 2012

SAMPLE: Dimmer

TEST SPECIFICATION:

SUMMARY OF RESULTS: Complied

DATE STARTED: 2012-09-04
DATE COMPLETED: 2012-10-18
DATE OF ISSUE: 2012-10-18  RE- ISSUE : 2012-11-14

TESTED: 
GH Holtzhausen (Technical Signatory)

APPROVED: LP Kuisis

NOTE:
"The South African National Accreditation System (SANAS) is a member of the International Laboratory Accreditation Cooperation (ILAC) Mutual Recognition Arrangement (MRA). This Arrangement allows for the mutual recognition of technical test and calibration data by the member accreditation bodies worldwide. For more information on the Arrangement please consult www.ilac.org."